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English 

Click the following Link to open Holiday Homework of English. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EdogBbVASj-UVwelgr5m4kzEYU1PC3Do/view?usp=sharing 

Chemistry 
 Prepare a chart of periodic table 

 Make a project file on metals, non-metals, radioactive metals, noble gases, transition metals.  

 List their characteristics . 

Physics 
Q.1- How is the study of Physics useful to the study of other Sciences.   

Q.2- Prepare the  table  for some great  physicists  and  their  discoveries.     

Q.3- Prepare  a table of fundamental  quantities  and their  units  with  symbols.      

Q.4 - Make  a list of various  prefixes  used  for  power of 10. Give some examples 

Biology 

 Draw a poster on waste management and write a note of 100 to 120 words how can we segregate waste and why? 

Maths 
1. Solve all the sums in Ex. – 1.1 and 1.2 (Chapter No. 1) 

2. Make an Activity for Maths:   

 To Make a Poster of representation the Sets Theoratic Operations using VENN-DIAGRAMS. This Poster/Chart which should 

be neat and clean and colorful  . (You can take help from given videos in your class group). 

IP 
1-Prepare a PowerPoint presentation based on chapter 1: Computer systems. 

2- Search on Google to find out following new devices with price and available place. 
i- Input Devices         ii- Storage Devices        iii- Output Devices        iv- AI Devices 

Physical Education 

1. Chapter -1 Changing Trends And Career In Physical Education. All questions answer learn & write. 

2. Make a file   of  5 yoga Asans with images and write their benefits  also. 

3. Prepare a chart  of any outdoor game. 

Psychology 
1- Write down introduction of experimental psychology in Psychology practical file.  

2- Pen down an experiment in psychology file.  

Title: meaningfulness of studying material has an impact of learning 

Fine Art 

 Write compositional arrangement on the following- 

        1. Dancing Girl     2. Male Torso    3. Mother Goddess 

 Draw 20 live sketches (Human Figures) 

 Draw 10 still life drawing using pencil shade. 
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